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Abstract
We observed a distinct peak in the Λp invariant mass spectrum of 3He(K−, Λp)n,
well below the mass threshold of mK + 2mp. By selecting a relatively large
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momentum-transfer region q = 350 ∼ 650 MeV/c, one can kinematically sep-
arate the peak from the quasi-free process, KN → KN followed by the non-
resonant absorption by the two spectator-nucleons KNN → ΛN . We found
that the simplest fit to the observed peak gives us a Breit-Wigner pole po-
sition at BKpp = 47 ± 3 (stat.)+3−6 (sys.) MeV having a width ΓKpp = 115 ±
7 (stat.)+10−20 (sys.) MeV, and the S-wave Gaussian reaction form-factor param-
eter QKpp = 381 ± 14 (stat.)+57−0 (sys.) MeV/c, as a new form of the nuclear
bound system with strangeness – “K−pp”.
Keywords: kaon, strangeness, mesonic nuclear bound state
PACS: 14.40.Aq, 25.80.Nv
1. Introduction
Since the prediction of the pi-meson by Yukawa [1], the long-standing ques-
tion has been whether a mesonic nuclear bound state exists, i.e., whether a
meson forms a quantum state at an eigen-energy EM below the intrinsic mass m
without promptly vanishing in nuclear media. If it exists, it means that a meson
(qq) forms a quantum state where baryons (qqq) exist as nuclear medium. There
are many important subjects to study, e.g., how hadron masses are generated
from ∼massless particles: quarks (mq ∼ few MeV/c2) and gluons (mg = 0),
how the properties of these mesons change in the nuclear medium, how hadrons
are confined in the nuclear media, and the equation-of-state in nuclear (or star)
matter. Therefore, many mesons have been examined over the past century, to
see whether a mesonic nuclear bound state exists below the mass threshold with
a binding energy BM ≡ m−EM , but there has been no clear evidence for their
existence.
The piN S-wave interaction is repulsive, so there is no nuclear bound state
much deeper than the atomic states [2]. What about the second-lightest meson
with an s-quark, the kaon? After the long standing “kaonic hydrogen puzzle”
was resolved [3, 4, 5], the strong KN attractive interaction was established in
the isospin I = 0 channel. This leads us naturally to the ansatz that the Λ(1405)
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could be a K−p nuclear bound state, rather than a three-quark Λ-baryonic-state
as it is named, i.e., the name implies that it is a first excited state of the Λ baryon
whose excitation is caused by the constituent-quark internal-motion. A recent
lattice QCD calculation also supports the K−p picture [6]. Akaishi-Yamazaki
predicted the existence of kaonic nuclear bound states assuming the Λ(1405) be
a K−p bound state [7]. The simplest predicted kaonic nuclear system, KNN
symbolically denoted as “K−pp”, has charge +1, I = 12 and J
P = 0−, with a
binding energy BKpp = 48 MeV (measured from M(Kpp) ≡ mK +2mp ≈ 2370
MeV/c2) and a partial mesonic decay width ΓpiYN = 61 MeV [8].
Triggered by this prediction, many studies were undertaken. Theoretically,
the existence of the kaonic bound states is well supported, but the results are
widely scattered: binding energies (BKpp ≈ 10 ∼ 100 MeV) and partial mesonic
decay widths (ΓpiYN ≈ 40 ∼ 100 MeV), e.g., [9, 10, 11, 12], while the total
decay width ΓKpp (including non-mesonic decay channels) is not yet calculated.
Experimentally, there have been many searches for “K−pp”, with reports of
possible candidates [13, 14, 15] as well as contradictory results [16, 17], leaving
the matter both controversial and unsettled.
2. J-PARC E15 Experiment
To search for the “K−pp”, the most straightforward experiment is the K−+
2He reaction below the M(Kpp) mass threshold, which is obviously impossible.
Instead, we have conducted an experimental search by bombarding a 3He target
with a 1 GeV/c K− beam to knock out a nucleon with the kaon, and directly
introduce a recoiled virtual-K-meson into the residual nucleus. At this momen-
tum (
√
s ∼ 1.8 GeV for KN), the single-nucleon elastic-reaction KN → KN
has a very large cross-section, helped by the presence of Y ∗-resonances (mY ∗ ∼
1.8 GeV/c2) [18]. On the other hand, due to the shrinkage of the de Broglie
wave-length of the projectile, direct multi-NA, which produces a severe back-
ground in an at-rest-kaon-absorption experiment to search for “K−pp” [17, 19],
will be relatively suppressed.
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The momentum of the virtual ‘K’ is given as qK = qKn ≡ |qKn| (i. e. the
momentum difference of an incident kaon and the forward neutron qKn ≡
pLab.
K−
−pLab.n ), where the superscript represents that it is in the laboratory-frame,
and the single quotation marks represent that it is within the strong interaction
range in a nucleus. When the ‘K’ is backscattered, the qK can be as small as ∼
200 MeV/c (the minimum q among the search experiments performed). With
this condition, a successive reaction between the virtual ‘K’ and two ‘spectator
nucleons’ at-rest in the laboratory-frame can be efficiently realized. This way,
a “K−pp” can be formed almost at-rest in the laboratory-frame, which makes
the formation probability large. In this reaction channel, one can reduce the
possible combinations of “K−pp” decay particles, because the s-quark is con-
served in the strong interaction and thus a hadron with an s-quark should exist
in its decay. Thus, one can efficiently conduct invariant mass spectroscopy (de-
cay channel) by having the detector surrounding the target, and missing mass
spectroscopy (formation channel) using a forward neutron counter (NC) and
a spectrometer to simultaneously detect a forward going neutron (or proton)
coming from KN → KN reaction. We designed our apparatus to achieve a
mass resolution of σM ∼ 10 MeV/c2 both in missing and in invariant mass [20].
The first-stage experiment, J-PARC E151st, exhibited a huge peak above
M(Kpp) by observing the neutron in NC (∆θNC ∼ 1/20) [21]. This spectral
peak has a very large cross-section of & 6 mb/sr in the semi-inclusive quasi-
elastic KN → KN channel at θn = 0. Thus, we confirmed that the forward
nucleon knockout reaction, KN → KN , is the dominant process at pK = 1
GeV/c. It also revealed that there was a large event-excess extending from the
quasi-elastic K bump to the lower mass region. The tail reached to ∼ 100 MeV
below M(Kpp) (∼ 1 mb/sr). However, no significant structure was observed in
this tail at any location, where “K−pp” candidates were reported [13, 14, 15].
On the contrary, we found a kinematical anomaly: a peak-like structure was
observed in the Λp invariant mass (IMΛp ≡M, hereafter ) spectrum of the non-
mesonic Λpn final state (observed by the pppi−-events without requesting an
NC hit) below the M(Kpp) mass threshold at low qΛp (= qKn ≡ q, hereafter )
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[22]. This is the simplest final state, which consists of the minimum number
of lowest mass baryons without meson emission, so the possible interpretations
are limited. The most promising interpretation is: the “K−pp” is formed by
knocking out a neutron, decays to Λp, and thus a corresponding peak is seen in
the M spectrum.
To significantly improve the statistics of the Λpn final state permitting us
to examine this interpretation, we set a higher priority on accumulating events
having three charged particle hits around the target without requiring forward
neutron detection. The kinematical refit of ppi−p (+ n missing) to the Λpn final
state using energy-momentum conservation was conducted at the analysis stage
to prevent biasing the data. We succeeded in accumulating 30 times as much
data on ppi−p events compared to E151st.
The formation channel, K− +3 He→ “K−pp” + n, can be uniquely defined
by the following two parameters; the Λp-invariant mass M and the momentum
transfer q. The event distributions over M and q are given in Fig. 1. As shown
in the figure, a strong event-concentration observed previously [22] is confirmed
near the mass threshold M(Kpp) at the lower-q side (Mc2, qc) ∼ (2.37, 0.25)
GeV.
To our surprise, however, the structure near M(Kpp) cannot be represented
as a single Breit-Wigner (B.W.) function, as was na¨ıvely assumed in the previous
paper [22]. Instead, it is more natural to interpret this structure as consisting
of at-least two internal substructures originating from different reaction mech-
anisms. However, the primary reaction K−N →‘K’n (n forward) would be the
same, because both substructures are close to (M, q) ≈ (mK+2mp, lower limit).
The 2D plot (Fig. 1a) shows that the event distribution patterns change at
M(Kpp). The yield of the lower M region is reduced as a function of q, but
extends to q ∼ 650 MeV/c. The distribution centroid of M does not depend on
q within the statistical uncertainty, which allows a bound state interpretation.
On the other hand, the distribution centroid of M above M(Kpp) depends on
q, and the yield vanishes rapidly as a function of q. The centroid shifts to
the heavier M side for the larger q, suggesting its non-resonant feature, i. e. the
5
Figure 1: a) 2D event distribution plot on the M (= IMΛp) and the momentum transfer q
(qΛp) for the Λpn final state. The MF (q) given in Eq. 2, the mass threshold M(Kpp), and
the kinematical boundary for Λpn final state, are plotted in the figure. The lower q boundary
corresponds to θn = 0 (forward n), and the upper boundary corresponds to θn = pi (backward
n). The histograms of projection onto the M axis b), and onto q axis c) are also given together
with the decompositions of the fit result.
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propagator’s kinetic energy is converted to the relative kinetic energy between Λ
and p, near the lower q boundary. Thus, the most natural interpretation would
be non-resonant absorption of quasi-free ‘K’ by the ‘NN ’ spectator (QFKA) due
to the final state interaction (FSI). This process can be understood as a part
of the quasi-free K reaction, in which most Ks escape from the nucleus, as we
published in [21]. Note that there is another change in event distributions at
M(Kpp), i.e., the event density is low close to the θn = 0 line below M(Kpp),
while it is high above M(Kpp) (this point will be separately discussed in the
last section).
This spectral substructure is in relatively good agreement with that of Sek-
ihara - Oset - Ramos’s spectroscopic function [23] to account for the observed
structure in [22]. Actually, their spectrum has two structures, namely A) a
“K−pp” pole below the mass threshold M(Kpp) (meson bound state), and B)
a QFKA process above the M(Kpp). Thus, the interpretation of the internal
substructures near M(Kpp) is consistent with their theoretical picture.
3. Fitting Procedure
We first describe what we can expect if point-like reactions happen between
an incoming K− and 3He, which goes to a Λpn final state. The events must
distribute simply according to the Λpn Lorentz-invariant phase space ρ3(M, q),
as shown in Fig. 2a. We fully simulated these events based on our experimen-
tal setup and analyzed the simulated events by the common analyzer applied
to the experimental data. The result is shown in Fig. 2b, which is simply
E(M, q) × ρ3(M, q), where E(M, q) is the experimental efficiency. One can
evaluate E(M, q) by dividing Fig. 2b by Fig. 2a bin-by-bin, which is given in
Fig. 2c. As shown in Fig. 2c, we have sufficient and smooth experimental effi-
ciency at the region of interest, M ≈ M(Kpp) at lower q, based on the careful
design of the experimental setup. On the other hand, the efficiency is extremely
low in the dark-blue to the boundary. If we simply apply the acceptance cor-
rection, the statistical errors of those bins become huge and very asymmetric.
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Figure 2: Simulated spectra of a) Lorentz-invariant Λpn phase space ρ3(M, q) by taking
into account the kaon beam momentum bite, b) E(M, q) × ρ3(M, q), and c) experimental
efficiency, E(M, q), evaluated by the bin-by-bin ratio between a) and b). The unit of z-axis
(color code) is per one generated events both for a) and b). For c), the ratio is given.
This fact makes the acceptance correction of the entire (M, q) region unrealistic.
Therefore, we applied a reverse procedure, i.e., we prepared smooth functions
f{j}(M, q) (to account for the j-th physical process) and multiplied that with
E(M, q) × ρ3(M, q) (= Fig. 2b) bin-by-bin. In this manner, one can reliably
estimate how the physics process should be observed in our experimental setup,
and this permitted us to calculate the mean-event-number expected in each 2D
bin. The three introduced model functions (at the best fit parameter set) are
shown in Fig. 3.
A very important and striking structure exists below M(Kpp), which could
be assigned as the “K−pp” signal. To make the fitting function as simple as
possible, let us examine the event distribution by using the same function as
was applied in [22], i.e., a product of B.W. depending only onM, and an S-wave
harmonic-oscillator form-factor depending only on q as:
f{Kpp}=
CKpp (ΓKpp/2)
2
(M −MKpp)2+(ΓKpp/2)2
exp
(
−
(
q
QKpp
)2)
. (1)
where MKpp and ΓKpp are the B.W. pole position and the width, QKpp is the
reaction form-factor parameter, and CKpp is the normalization constant, as
shown in Fig. 3a.
A model-function of the QFKA channel, f{QFKA} (M, q), is introduced as
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follows. As described, we assume that a ‘K’ propagates between the two
successive reactions. It consists of 1) K−N → ‘K’N and 2) non-resonant
‘K’+‘NN ’→ Λ + p in the FSI. When the ‘K’ propagates at momentum q as
an on-shell particle in the spectator’s rest frame (≡ laboratory-frame), then the
resulting invariant mass M (≡ IMΛp(‘K+NN ’)) can be given as:
MF (q) =
√
4m2N +m
2
K + 4mN
√
m2K + q
2, (2)
where mN and mK are the intrinsic mass of the nucleon and the kaon, respec-
tively. The curve originating at M = M(Kpp) in Fig. 1a is the MF (q), which
is consistent with the q-dependence of QFKA as shown in the figure. Along the
line, there are two strong event-concentrations observed at θn = 0 (backward
‘K’) and θn = pi (forward ‘K’). To account for the distribution, we defined
f{QFKA} (M, q) as follows. For the q-direction, we introduced Gaussian and
exponential distributions at around the minimum and maximum, respectively,
with a constant in between. For the M -direction, a Gaussian around MF (q) is
applied to account for the spectator’s Fermi-motion.
There is another component, widely distributing over the kinematically al-
lowed region of M and q, which was previously observed [22]. In reference
[22], we simply assumed that the yield of this component was proportional to
ρ3(M, q). However, with the present much improved statistics, we found that
we cannot fit this component with ρ3(M, q). Compared to ρ3(M, q), the yields
in the heavierM region and lower q region are much weaker, as shown in the fit
curve given in Fig. 1b and c. Thus, we phenomenologically introduced a distribu-
tion function, f{BG}(M, q), similar to Eq. 1, but we expanded the q-dependent
harmonic oscillator term to allow angular momentum up to P -wave, as shown
in Fig. 3c.
The data D(M, q) can be fitted by using the maximum likelihood method,
whose likelihood lnL{fit} is given by a Poisson distribution P (X = D(M, q);λD(M, q))
having mean value λD(M, q) at each (M, q)-bin as:
lnL{fit} = −
∑
M
∑
q
lnP (X = D(M, q);λD(M, q)). (3)
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Figure 3: Individual 2D fit functions of the three physical processes, a) “Kpp”, b) QF
KA
and c) BG in the form of E(M, q) ρ3(M, q) fj(M, q) at the best fit parameter set. The z-axis
(color code) is the expected-mean event number to be observed. The pale-blue is for the region
where the expected number is below one. The z-axis’ color code of c) is changed to show its
(M, q)-dependence clearly.
The fitting function λD(M, q) is defined as:
λD(M, q) = E(M, q) ρ3(M, q)

∑
j
yj fj(M, q)

 , (4)
where yj is the yield of the j-th physical process, and the first term E(M, q) ρ3(M, q)
is simply Fig. 2b.
To examine whether we should introduce more sophisticated model func-
tions, we also studied the following distributions. In the 3He(K−,Λp)n reaction
followed by Λ → ppi− decay, there are five kinematically independent observ-
ables in total. The remaining three kinematical parameters, independent of M
and q, define the decay kinematics of “K−pp” → Λp and the Λ → ppi− decay
asymmetry. Thus, these parameters are sensitive to JP of the reaction chan-
nels. For the “K−pp” signal, we analyzed events in the windowM = 2.28 ∼ 2.38
GeV/c2 where the major part of the component is located, and q = 350 ∼ 650
MeV/c where no severe interference is expected with f{QFKA}. The angular dis-
tributions are fairly flat for any of the three kinematical parameters. Therefore,
the angular distribution is consistent with S-wave. Thus, there is no specific
reason to introduce any sophisticated terms in addition to Eq. 1. In fact, a flat
distribution is naturally expected if the pole’s quantum-number is JP = 0−.
We also analyzed the angular distributions for f{QFKA} and f{BG}. However,
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again we found no specific reason to introduce further terms.
Figure 4: Λp invariant mass spectrum for Λpn final state produced in the momentum transfer
window of 350 < q < 650 MeV/c. The efficiency E(M, q) was corrected based on the simu-
lation before the q integration of the data. Each fitted physical process, which is efficiency
corrected and integrated over the q-window after the fit, is also given.
We haven’t considered the interference terms between the three physical
processes as given in Eq. 4, to avoid over fitting of our statistically limited
data. Instead, we applied a peak fitting window to reduce the interference
effect on our fit result by the following procedures. We conducted i) the peak
fit, where f{QFKA} (M, q) is fitted by fixing all the parameters of f{QFKA} (M, q)
and f{BG}(M, q) within the q-window where no severe interference with QFKA
is expected. We then iterated this procedure together with procedure ii) a global
fit to evaluate f{QFKA} (M, q) and f{BG}(M, q) (by fixing parameters in f{Kpp}
except for the peak yield CKpp), until procedures i) and ii) converged.
To exhibit this “K−pp” candidate and to present the M spectrum free from
experimental acceptance, we plotted the spectrum by correcting our detector
efficiency for the events in the momentum transfer window of 350 < q < 650
MeV/c where mostly E(M, q)≫ 0, as shown in Fig. 4. To make fit values in-
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sensitive to the acceptance correction procedure, we corrected the acceptance
as follows. The data D(M, q) was divided by E(M, q) bin-by-bin and inte-
grated over q at given M . We applied the same procedure for the data error
taking error-propagation into account. For each projected physics process ρ3fj
(plotted as the curved lines in the figure), we integrated over q, by replacing
the E(M, q) ρ3(M, q) function (given in Fig. 2b) with ρ3(M, q) (Fig. 2a) to be
multiplied by fj(M, q), c.f., Eq. 4.
In this window, the yield of other processes is largely suppressed in contrast
to “K−pp”. The QFKA distribution is also clearly separated from the “K
−pp”
peak region, because the QFKA centroid is kinematically shifted to the heavier
side, according to Eq. 2, c.f., a comparison of the spectral difference of the QFKA
component insetted in blue curves in Fig. 1b and Fig. 4. As a result, a distinct
peak is observed below M(Kpp).
4. Fit Result
The S-wave parameters obtained were; the mass eigenvalue MKpp = 2324±
3 (stat.)+6−3 (sys.) MeV/c
2 (i. e. BKpp ≡M(Kpp)−MKpp = 47±3 (stat.)+3−6 (sys.)
MeV), the width ΓKpp = 115± 7 (stat.)+10−20 (sys.) MeV, and the reaction form-
factor parameter QKpp = 381 ± 14 (stat.)+57−0 (sys.) MeV/c. The q-integrated
“K−pp” formation yield below the threshold going to the Λp decay channel
is evaluated to be σKpp · BrΛp = 7.2 ± 0.3 (stat.)+0.6−1.0 (sys.) µb (for M <
M(Kpp)). For the complete integration over all q and M , the cross-section
becomes σtotKpp ·BrΛp = 11.8± 0.4 (stat.)+0.2−1.7 (sys.) µb.
We evaluated the systematic errors caused by the spectrometer magnetic
field strength calibrated by invariant masses of Λ and K0 decay, binning effect
of the spectrum, and the contamination effects of the other final states (Σ0pn
and Σ−pp) to the Λpn event selection. To be conservative, the effects to the fit
values are added linearly. More detailed analysis will be given in a forthcoming
full paper.
The BKpp ∼ 50 MeV is much deeper than reported in our first publication
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since the assumption of a single pole structure was invalid. It is also much deeper
than chiral-symmetry-based theoretical predictions. The ΓKpp ∼ 110 MeV is
rather wide, meaning very absorptive. On the other hand, it should be similar
to that of Λ(1405) → Σpi, if “K−pp” decays like ‘Λ(1405)’+‘p’→ Σpip. Thus,
the observed large width indicates that the non-mesonic Y N channels would
be the major decay mode of the “K−pp”. Interestingly, the observed QKpp ∼
400 MeV/c is very large. The large QKpp value implies the formation of a very
compact (∼ 0.5 fm) system referring to ~ ∼ 200MeV/c · fm. The compactness
of the system is also supported by the large BKpp . However, the present QKpp
can be strongly affected by the primary KN → KN reaction in the formation
process, so one needs more study to evaluate the static form-factor parameter
of “K−pp” to deduce its size (or nuclear density) more quantitatively.
5. Discussion and Conclusion
We have demonstrated the existence of a peak structure in IMΛp below
M(Kpp), which can be kinematically separated very clearly from QFKA by
selecting the momentum transfer window of 350 < q < 650 MeV/c. As shown
in Fig. 1a, the “K−pp” distribution yield reduces near θn = 0 as a function of
q, and it is ∼ proportional to the phase space volume defined by Jacobian (c.f.,
Fig. 2a (or b)). This is naturally expected if the S-wave harmonic-oscillator
form-factor given in Eq. 1 is valid. On the other hand, the QFKA distribution
is highly concentrated at θn = 0, where the phase space ρ3(M, q) is vanishing.
This is consistent with our previous result [21], in which no structure was found
below M(Kpp) at θn = 0, i.e., the leaking-tail of QFKA into the bound region
hides the structure below M(Kpp) at θn = 0.
The present Λpn final state is the simplest channel for K− interacting with
3He. In this final state, the “kinematical anomaly” is only seen in IMΛp having
an angular distribution consistent with S-wave. Thus, there is no reasonable ex-
planation as to why a peak structure could be formed belowM(Kpp) other than
“K−pp”. However, one may wonder whether a spurious bump near M(Kpp)
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might be formed from some intermediate state converging (or converting) to a
Λpn final state in the FSI.
Here we discuss possible candidates for such an intermediate state. Energet-
ically, the possible intermediate states could be ‘Λ+p’, ‘Σ+N ’ and ‘Λ(1405)+N ’
below ‘K−+p+p’, which has an s-quark and two baryons (‘Σ(1385)+N ’ is
excluded because it requires P -wave). In other words, a Y (∗) (baryon with an
s-quark) could be generated by the primary 2NA reaction, and the Y (∗) could
make a successive conversion reaction with another spectator nucleon, to form
a Λpn final state due to the FSI. Similar to Eq. 2, the IMΛp of these channels
can be given as:
IMΛp
(
‘Y(∗)+N ’
) ≈
√
m2N +m
2
Y(∗)
+ 2mN
√
m2
Y (∗)
+ q2. (5)
First of all, observed “K−pp” event concentration does not have the q-dependence
required by Eq. 5. Moreover, the IMΛp of ‘Λ+p’ (∼2100), ‘Σ+N ’ (∼2175MeV/c2)
channels are much too small at the kinematical boundary of q ∼ 500 MeV/c.
The IMΛp of ‘Λ(1405)+N ’ is ∼ 2371 MeV/c2 at the observed average q distribu-
tion of q ∼ 450 MeV/c (assuming Λ(1405) mass = 1405.1 MeV/c2 (PDG [18])).
Thus the error in the difference from MKpp (∼ 2324 MeV/c2) is as large as five
standard deviations. A direct Λp formation due to 2NA (K−+‘pp’→ Λ + p)
could be possible. In this reaction, kaon momentum is 1 GeV/c and the result-
ing Λp invariant mass M calculated from Eq.2 is 2.8 GeV/c2. In fact, an event
concentration is observed at (Mc2, qc) ∼ (2.8, 1.0) GeV as shown in Fig. 1, but
it is well separated from the region of interest. Therefore, none of these can
be valid candidates. More complicated channels are even less likely to form a
kinematical anomaly at the specific energy near M(Kpp).
The “K−pp” signal is significantly above theM(Λp) threshold, so it is unrea-
sonable to explain it as a Λ-hypernucleus. One may still wonder if the “K−pp”
signal could be due to the Λ(1405) - proton hypernucleus ( 2Λ(1405)H), so that
the meson (or constituent anti-quark) degree-of-freedom is already quenched in
the system. However, this is not consistent with present data. In the q distri-
bution, the “K−pp” signal located at lower q extends up ∼ 650 MeV/c. Thus
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a tightly bound “K−pp” is more natural than a less bound 2Λ(1405)H measured
from M(Λ(1405)p). It would be even less bound if the pole position of Λ(1405)
is ∼ 1425 rather than 1405 MeV/c2 as the chiral-unitary model suggests [18]. In
the M distribution, the signal is much wider than that of Λ(1405), so the major
decay channel should be Y N rather than piΣN , in contrast to Λ(1405) → piΣ
(100%). This drastic change of the decay property is also not consistent with
2
Λ(1405)H interpretation. Moreover, if Λ(1405) is a “K
−p” bound system, as re-
cently accepted rather widely, the discrimination of the two interpretations is
meaningless from the beginning.
It is more natural to interpret that the K in “K−pp” is energetically stabi-
lized (BKpp ∼ 50 MeV) compared to that in “K−p” (≡ Λ(1405): BKp ≈ 5 ∼ 25
MeV), because of the presence of two protons (nucleons) nearby. At the same
time, the decay width becomes large (ΓKpp ∼ 110 MeV in respect to ΓKp ∼
50 MeV), for the same reason. The existence of the QFKA channel adjacent
to “K−pp” also supports this interpretation, because if the sub-threshold vir-
tual ‘K’ can form a nuclear bound state by capturing spectator nucleons, then
it is natural to expect higher-energy virtual ‘K’ production in ‘vacuum’ (above
M(Kpp)), which could be followed by ‘K−’+pp→ Λp in FSI. Thus, the simplest
and natural interpretation is a kaonic nuclear bound state “K−pp”; a system
composed of a K−-meson and two protons with JP = 0−, I. E. a highly excited
novel form of nucleus with a kaon, in which the mesonic degree-of-freedom still
holds.
In summary, the quasi-free virtual ‘K’ production K−‘N ’→‘K’N is the key
reaction in the formation reaction, and M(Kpp) is a doorway below which the
“K−pp” is formed. Na¨ıvely speaking, if the energy of the ‘K’ produced is below
its intrinsic mass (EK < mK), then the “K
−pp” will be formed. On the other
hand, if it is above the intrinsic mass (EK > mK), then the QFKA reaction
happens (or the kaon escapes from nuclei).
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